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Question #:1

As a powerful and cloud-based print analytics platform, how does HP JetAdvantage Insights free up time and
maximize resources?

by encouraging customers to trade in their non-supported and non-HP devices for more cost-effective
HP devices

by tracking pages and costs to print behaviors and maintaining visibility of device utilization

by monitoring the printer wear-and-tear and proactively scheduling maintenance visits

by helping customers understand the risk of overspending as the cost per page increases by 12% YoY

Answer: D

Question #:2

How can you ensure that your print fleet is compliant and maintains compliance with company polices?

by using HP UPD to have only one driver for all printers

by enabling auto firmware updates on your printers regardless of their age

by using HP Security Manager's automated monitoring and risk-based reporting

by using HP EW5 to deploy updates to network printers when needed

Answer: B

Question #:3

Which usage type receives benefits from HP testing its toner for abrasion resistance, so that the printed pages
maintain their clean and crisp appearance?

high heat and low humidity usage

real world usage

cold conditions with high humidity usage

damp conditions only usage

Answer: A
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Question #:4

Which HP solutions helps customers defend their printers against cyber-attacks? (Select two.)

HP JetAdvantage Security Manager

HP Roam for Business

anti-malware and antivirus software

embedded security technologies

anti-spyware software

HP Planet Partners

Answer: C F

Question #:5

Which three evolving needs have led to significant changes in the office?

increased security attacks on business infrastructure; ransomware; GDPR

a new generation entering the workforce; work is now something you do, not a place you go to; flexible
working hours

a cost of living increase; world financial market instability; increased average life expectancy

5G mobile networks; electric cars; European copyright laws

Answer: A

Question #:6

Which security feature is available with the HP Jetlntelligence toner?

intelligent software with grey market recognition

HP Close-Protect

anti-fraud technology

whitelisting

Answer: D
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Question #:7

Which key benefit does a lower toner melting temperature of HP ColorSphere 3 provide?

You need less toner, as the toner particles can be much bigger.

It enables faster printing while using less energy.

The colors melt together more accurately, providing you with the largest color gamut in the industry.

The printer requires less energy than HP PageWide.

Answer: C

Question #:8

How do the HP Print Support Services, which include deploy and maintain services, work?

HP provides an onsite technician for 1 week to resolve any technical issues regarding the printer
installation and phone support for 30 days after installation.

HP provides remote support for setting up your printers.

HP-certified technicians unpack, assemble, install, verify, and test HP hardware at the customer's
location and provide an overview of important tasks to the IT administrator.

HP installs your customer network infrastructure, server, and printer, regardless of manufacturer.

Answer: A

Question #:9

Which testing does HP perform on its printers to ensure reliability?

print quality, paper compatibility, and environmental

water proof, shock proof, and laser

ISO 1923, Blue Angel, and HEPA 205

independent field testing in hot, cold, and damp environments

Answer: A


